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Policy context: the White Paper

- Commission’s objective to ‘provide pragmatic, non-binding 
assistance in the difficult task of quantifying damages in 
antitrust cases, both for the benefit of national courts and 
the parties’ (staff working paper, p. 60)

- large number of ongoing cases in various Member States
- eg, cement, air cargo, vitamins, switchgear, rubber, lifts

- disclosure rules differ across jurisdictions

- several Member States (eg, Germany, Italy, Sweden) give 
courts high degree of freedom to determine damages

- scope for ‘simplified rules of estimation’?
European Commission (2008), ‘White Paper on Damages Actions for Breach of the EC Antitrust Rules’, COM(2008) 165.
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Inherent trade-offs in guidance to courts
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Classification of methods and models
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Further insights: pass-on of overcharges

- market structure—theory
- eg, monopolist passes on 50% of a cost increase

- eg, perfect competition results in 100% pass-on

- eg, pass-on is zero if cost increase is firm-specific

- other factors—micro-structure of price setting
- pricing friction

- uniform mark-ups

- menu costs

- volume effect can be claimed separately
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Further insights: IO models
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Harm from exclusionary conduct
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Final thoughts

- many claims will settle, so few judgments

- yet, body of court precedent across Europe is growing
- Austria, Denmark, France, Italy, Lithuania, Netherlands, 

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and the UK

- comforting thought: no need to say ‘it’s all too difficult’
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